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The Phoebe ring, Saturn’s largest and faintest ring, lies far beyond the planet’s well-known main rings. It
is primarily sourced by collisions with Saturn’s largest irregular satellite Phoebe, perhaps through sto-
chastic macroscopic collisions, or through more steady micrometeoroid bombardment. The ring was dis-
covered with the Spitzer Space Telescope at 24 lm and has a normal optical depth of �2 � 10�8

(Verbiscer, A.J., Skrutskie, M.F., Hamilton, D.P. [2009]. Nature 461, 1098–1100). We report the first obser-
vations of sunlight scattered off the Phoebe ring using the Cassini spacecraft’s ISS camera at optical wave-
lengths. We find that material between �130 and 210 saturnian radii (RS) from the planet produces an I/F
of 1:7� 0:1� 10�11 per RS of the line-of-sight distance through the disk. Combining our measurements
with the Spitzer infrared data, we can place constraints on the ring-particles’ light-scattering properties.
Depending on the particles’ assumed phase function, the derived single-scattering albedo can match
either photometric models of Phoebe’s dark regolith or brighter sub-surface material excavated by mac-
roscopic impacts on Phoebe.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Each giant planet hosts a population of small irregular satellites
orbiting at the outskirts of their respective spheres of gravitational
influence (see reviews by Jewitt and Haghighipour, 2007; Nichol-
son et al., 2008). These moons are theorized to have been captured
early in the Solar System’s history when the giant planets were
likely migrating (Nesvorný et al., 2007), and/or when gas drag
was important (Pollack et al., 1979; Ćuk and Burns, 2004; Ćuk
and Gladman, 2006). As a result of being captured, these moons
move on high-inclination, high-eccentricity paths that can inter-
sect one another. This fact, combined with the irregular statellites’
anomalously flat size distributions (Bottke et al., 2010; Kennedy
and Wyatt, 2011) suggest a tumultuous collisional history. Using
initial conditions from the Nice model, Bottke et al. (2010) find that
99% of the initial mass in the irregular satellites should be ground
to dust in the first hundreds of Myr after the moons were captured.

Such circumplanetary disks have important consequences for
the larger regular satellites that orbit close to their parent planets.
In the Solar System, the orbits of the circumplanetary dust grains
will decay in toward the planet through Poynting–Robertson drag
on a timescale of millions of years (Burns et al., 1979). The further-
in, and tidally locked, regular satellites then plow through this
infalling cloud of dust, modifying their leading hemispheres (Soter,
1974). Currently, this is the best explanation for the hemispherical
color asymmetries detected on Saturn’s moon Iapetus (Denk et al.,
2010; Tosi et al., 2010; Tamayo et al., 2011) and on the outer four
Uranian regular satellites (Buratti and Mosher, 1991; Tamayo et al.,
2013). It likely is also ultimately responsible for Iapetus’ famous
yin-yang albedo pattern (Tamayo et al., 2011) by triggering a run-
away process of ice sublimation (Spencer and Denk, 2010). Finally,
Bottke et al. (2013) argue that Jovian irregular-satellite debris ex-
plains the dark lag deposits found on the most ancient terrains of
Ganymede and Callisto, and that it could be an important source
of organic compounds for Europa. In short, in order to accurately
interpret the surfaces of the giant planets’ outer main satellites,
one must first understand the collisional history of their respective
irregular moons.

Despite the present day’s drastically reduced collision frequen-
cies between irregular satellites, Verbiscer et al. (2009) discovered
a vast dust disk around Saturn with the Spitzer Space Telescope.
The height of a collisionally generated disk should correspond to
its parent moon’s vertical orbital excursions (e.g., Burns et al.,
1999), and the disk’s height of �40 saturnian radii (RS) implicates
the largest irregular satellite Phoebe as the source (Verbiscer
et al., 2009); however, other smaller satellites that also orbit close
to Saturn’s orbital plane may also contribute. This ‘‘Phoebe ring’’ is
extremely diffuse, with a normal optical depth of �2 � 10�8.
Nevertheless, it provides an invaluable opportunity for
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Fig. 1. The shadow cast by the Saturn system (rings not shown) extends in a quasi-
cylindrical tube behind the planet. Different pixels on the Cassini detector
correspond to different lines of sight, shown in white. As drawn, the line of sight
from pixel A misses the shadow tube completely. B grazes the shadow, so this pixel
is only missing the scattered light from a short section of dust and should thus only
show a slight brightness decrease relative to A. C has the longest pathlength
through the shadow and should therefore be darkest. For clarity, the pixel sizes
have been exaggerated and the number of pixels has been reduced. The distances
and angles in the diagram are not to scale.
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understanding these circumplanetary debris disks. The Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) mission has recently obtained a
more complete map of the Phoebe ring’s emission at a similar
wavelength (band 4, centered at 22 lm) as the 24-lm band on
the Multi-Band Imaging Photometer aboard Spitzer (Skrutskie
et al., 2011). However, more measurements at widely spaced
wavelengths are needed to constrain the dust grains’ properties,
such as their wavelength-dependent albedo and emissivity. Ta-
mayo et al. (2012) observed the Phoebe ring with the Herschel
Space Observatory at 70 and 130 lm; unfortunately, due to scat-
tered light from Saturn, we were only able to set upper limits. In
this paper we report the results from our efforts at shorter optical
wavelengths. This is challenging because at these higher energies
one measures sunlight scattered by dust into the detector, and
one expects dust grains derived from Phoebe to absorb most of
the incoming light given the parent moon’s low geometric albedo
of �0.085 across the visible spectrum (Miller et al., 2011). This
strongly attenuates an already weak signal.

We executed the observations with the Imaging Science Sys-
tem’s (ISS) Wide-Angle Camera (WAC) aboard the Cassini space-
craft, which has a unique vantage point as it orbits about Saturn.
Relative to observations from Earth, this has the obvious advantage
of placing the detector �300 times closer to the target. However,
this also implies that from Cassini’s location, the full height of
the Phoebe ring subtends �20� in the sky. Thus, the debris disk
presents a constant background of scattered light across the detec-
tor’s field of view that cannot be directly measured. We circum-
vented this problem by exploiting the shadow cast by Saturn
(and its dense rings), which extends behind the planet in a qua-
si-cylindrical tube. By capturing the full width of the shadow with-
in a WAC field of view, we measured the scattered light missing
from the region receiving no sunlight, thus indirectly probing the
dust content.
2. Methods

2.1. Overview

As summarized above, we aim to measure the reduction in flux
from the Phoebe ring region lying in Saturn’s shadow, relative to
the background. The quasi-cylindrical shadow cast by Saturn and
its rings pierces the Phoebe ring on the side opposite the Sun,
and its full width (�1�) can be contained in a single WAC field of
view (3:5� � 3:5�). We acquired 33 220-s WAC exposures using
clear filters, i.e., in a band centered at 635 nm (Porco et al.,
2004). All images were aimed at the same star field, capturing
the section of the shadow from �130RS to �300RS from Saturn
(for details of the data set see Section 2.2). Different pixels in the
resulting image represent different lines of sight emanating from
the detector that have different pathlengths through the shadow
tube (see Fig. 1). Assuming a constant distribution of dust along
the shadow, pixels should register a diminished flux in proportion
to their associated pathlengths through the shadow. This approxi-
mation of constant dust density should be valid in the direction
perpendicular to the tube’s axis, as the shadow’s transverse dimen-
sions are much smaller than those of the Phoebe ring. The magni-
tude of the radial variation is not well constrained, though the
measurements by Verbiscer et al. (2009) show the infrared flux is
nearly constant on scales of tens of RS, at least in the range 130–
180RS from the planet (see their Fig. 3), so we proceed under this
assumption for this initial study. By measuring the rate at which
the flux decreases with increasing pathlength through the shadow,
we thus probe the dust content along the tube, together with grain
properties like the albedo and phase function. For details of how
we determined the pathlengths through the shadow that
correspond to each pixel, see Section 2.3. For an example of an
image’s modeled pathlengths, and thus of the signature we seek,
see the bottom left panel of Fig. 2.

The sought signal is fainter than that from any ring yet detected
in the Solar System. To motivate our detailed modeling and data
analysis below, we first roughly estimate the expected brightness
differences between shadowed and non-shadowed regions. We ex-
press all our data as values of I/F, which measures the specific
intensity received at the detector relative to the incident solar flux
at the Phoebe ring, such that an ideal, diffusely reflective surface
would yield an I/F of unity.

We want to consider the photons that dust particles in the sha-
dow tube would scatter into the detector were they not in shadow.
Our pathlengths through the tube ([20RS) are comparable to the
ring’s height (�40RS), so we take the area filling-factor of dust
grains along our line of sight to be roughly the ring’s normal optical
depth s � 10�8 (Verbiscer et al., 2009). The I/F removed by the sha-
dow is then roughly the product of the particles’ albedo and this
area filling-factor. Estimating an albedo �0.1 (Phoebe’s geometric
albedo is �0.08, Miller et al., 2011), yields an I/F�10�10. To put this
into perspective, typical I/F values measured from Saturn’s extre-
mely faint G-ring (undiscovered until the Voyager flybys) are three
orders of magnitude larger than this.

Standard image processing techniques will fail to extract such a
weak signal. We designed our observations to exploit the fact that,
over the �12 h of data collection, the spacecraft’s motion causes
the shadow to shift position on the field of view by a few tens of
pixels, while the stars remain fixed. By filtering out faulty/noisy
pixels (see Section 2.2) and then subtracting images, we attenuated
the much brighter and complex background while retaining a sig-
nal from the shifted shadow (see Fig. 2). Rather than arbitrarily
choosing one of our images as the reference for subtraction, we
generated a mean image from our 33 files and subtracted this aver-
age field from each of our images.

We thus obtain 33 images with the mean field removed, like the
one shown in the top right panel of Fig. 2. For each image we also
calculate the signature expected from the shadow, i.e., the associ-
ated pathlength differences for each pixel (inverted since longer



Fig. 2. From left to right, the top row of panels shows one of our images, the mean of all 33 images, and the difference between the chosen image and the average (after
applying the filtering process described in Section 2.2 and setting flagged pixels to zero). The grayscale in the first two images represents an I/F range of ½0;10�7�, while the
difference image is stretched an order of magnitude further, spanning ½�10�8;108� . The subtraction reduces the background level substantially, though a signature is still not
discernible by eye. By zooming in on the top right panel in the electronic version, one can see the filtered pixels in gray, mostly at locations corresponding to stars. The panels
in the bottom row show the modeled pathlengths corresponding to the panels immediately above them (with the color scale inverted to reflect the fact that longer paths
through the shadow should appear dark). The grayscale range for the pathlength plots is ½�30RS;30RS�.

1 Image names W1711398010_1, W1711399340_1, W1711400670_1,
W1711402000_1, W1711403330_1, W1711404660_1, W1711405990_1,
W1711407320_1, W1711408650_1, W1711409980_1, W1711411310_1,
W1711412640_1, W1711413970_1, W1711415300_1, W1711416630_1,
W1711417960_1, W1711419290_1, W1711420620_1, W1711421950_1,
W1711423280_1, W1711424610_1, W1711425940_1, W1711427270_1,
W1711428600_1, W1711429930_1, W1711431260_1, W1711432590_1,
W1711433920_1, W1711435250_1, W1711436580_1, W1711437910_1,
W1711439240_1 and W1711440570_1.
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pathlengths through the shadow should yield darker pixels—see
the bottom left panel of Fig. 2 for an example). Details of this mod-
eling can be found in Section 2.3. The signature expected in images
that have had the mean field removed from them (bottom right pa-
nel of Fig. 2) is then simply the difference between the particular
image’s pathlength map (bottom left panel) and the mean path-
length map (bottom middle panel). Pixels with a longer path
through the shadow than average should appear darker, while
areas traversing less shadow should be brighter.

Even after applying the above procedure, a signal is not discern-
ible by eye. However, we can associate a pathlength difference
with the I/F measured in each pixel for all 33 images. We can then
bin the �8 million pixels according to their associated pathlength
differences, and look for a linear trend of decreasing I/F with
increasing pathlength difference through the shadow. The inter-
ested reader can skip to Section 3 for our results. In the following
two sections we provide details of our filtering process and shadow
modeling.

We briefly mention that while our method (as we will see)
allows us to extract a signal from the Phoebe ring, it imposes an
important limitation. Because the shadow shifts its position be-
tween images, a given pixel whose line of sight pierces the shadow
150RS from Saturn in one image may cross the shadow at 165RS in
another. This means that this pixel in the average image contains
information about the shadow over a range of radial distances. This
would confound our method if there were a strong radial gradient
in dust concentration, as differences in I/F would no longer be
solely determined by differences in pathlength through the sha-
dow; they could instead reflect variations in the density of dust.
In particular, our method is not well-suited for cases with edges,
and WISE images reveal that the Phoebe ring extends to �270RS

(Hamilton et al., 2012). The radial range in our images varies, but
extends from �130 to 300RS. To avoid complicated edge effects,
we therefore only used the half of each of our images that pointed
closest to the planet in our analysis. This corresponds to a maxi-
mum radial distance from Saturn of �210RS.
2.2. Filtering faulty/noisy pixels

On day 85 of 2012 (March 25th), in Rev 163 (Cassini’s 164th or-
bit about Saturn), we obtained 33 220-s WAC exposures over
�12 h, all aimed at right ascension (RA) = 210.6�, declination
(Dec) = �7.75�.1 This pointing captured a section of Saturn’s shadow
tube �130–300RS from the planet while retaining the same star field
across images (see Figs. 1 and 2). The data were collected in 2 � 2
summation mode, yielding images with 512 � 512 pixels. As a result,
each of our image pixels subtends 1:2� 10�4 rad on a side. We cal-
ibrated our images using the standard Cassini ISS Calibration (CIS-
SCAL) routines (Porco et al., 2004; West et al., 2010) to remove
instrumental effects, apply flat field corrections and convert the
raw data to values of I/F.

Because the sought signal is so faint, it is crucial to pre-process
the data to remove noisy pixels and cosmic rays. After using the
CISSCAL calibration routines, we first scanned through each pixel
in our 512 � 512 array and, for a given pixel location, examined
the sample of values across our 33 collected images. We flagged
pixels to be discarded if any of the following conditions were
met: (1) the pixel lies on the border of the array, (2) the mean I/
F across images was less than 0, (3) any of the 33 values was ex-



Fig. 3. Left panel shows the distribution of I/F values in pixels from subtracted
images with no filtering applied. The dashed line shows the best-fit Gaussian to the
data. Right panel shows results after filtering. The best-fit Gaussian distribution is
also plotted, but is visually indistinguishable from the data. The bin size is 10�10.
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actly 0, (4) the mean I/F was above a specified brightness thresh-
old. Condition (1) was implemented since edge pixels are known
to misbehave. This removed 0.8% of our pixels. Condition (2) re-
moves hot pixels that induce errors in the flat-field correction,
and disqualified 0.5% of pixels. Several horizontal and vertical lines
of zero-value pixels could be seen in our images, so we flagged
these through condition (3), removing 0.2% of pixels. Finally,
brighter pixels (in the proximity of stars in the field) have larger
dispersions (across the 33 images), in part due to pointing jitter.
We therefore tried a variety of brightness thresholds for condition
(4) to optimize the tradeoff between maximizing the number of
pixels retained and minimizing the average noise per pixel; we
found that a threshold I/F of 6� 10�8 yielded the lowest v2 values
in our fits (see Section 3). This reduced the average pixel’s standard
deviation across images by a factor of 6.4, while flagging 20.2% of
pixels. If we instead chose thresholds of 4� 10�8 and 8� 10�8, this
changed our result (the value of the slope we quote in Section 3) by
less than 3%.

Since we point at a constant RA/Dec, we expect each pixel to ex-
hibit a Gaussian distribution about a well-defined mean across our
33 images. This spatial redundancy can be exploited to remove
non-statistical outliers like cosmic rays. Using only pixels that
were not flagged in the first step described in the previous para-
graph, we first calculated the standard deviation across our 33
images at each pixel location. We then removed the largest abso-
lute value from the sample, and recalculated the standard devia-
tion. If the standard deviation changed by more than 20%, we
flagged the anomalous pixel, and retained the rest. We then re-
peated the process until removing the largest value kept the stan-
dard deviation within 20%. The largest number of such iterations
required by a pixel in our dataset was 11; however, if a pixel re-
quired more than 5 iterations, we flagged the pixel as problematic
over all 33 images. This removed an additional 1.7% of pixels.
Choosing instead standard deviation thresholds of 10% and 30%
change our results (the value of the slope we quote in Section 3)
by less than 4%.

Given our sample of �8 million pixels, one would expect no pix-
els beyond six standard deviations if the distribution was Gaussian.
Therefore, as a final step, we removed pixels with absolute values
greater than six times our final distribution’s standard deviation.
There were 320 such pixels in our data, which represent
�4 � 10�3% of the total. In total, our combined filtering process re-
moved 23.5% of pixels.
Fig. 3 compares the distribution of brightnesses in our differ-
enced images before and after applying our filtering process. Both
panels include the best-fit Gaussian distribution, shown as a
dashed line. The pre-filter histogram (left) exhibits a substantial
tail at negative values (removed by our brightness threshold), as
well as an overabundance of values close to zero due to faulty pix-
els. The accompanying fit also appears skewed due to the presence
of outliers at large positive values. The right panel plots the results
after filtering. We obtain a Gaussian distribution about zero that
cannot be visually distinguished from the histogram. The filtered
distribution is both tighter and taller because an average image
is recomputed after removing problematic pixels that previously
skewed the means. Upon subtracting this refined average field
from each of the images, pixels have values closer to zero.

One might worry that as the shadow moves through our 33
images, a pixel which is in shadow in some images but not others
might have a high dispersion and be unwittingly flagged by our fil-
tering process. In fact, the expected lost signal due to the shadow is
much smaller (a few times 10�10) than the standard deviation of
the distribution (4:27� 10�9), so this is not an issue. For stronger
signals, our procedure would have to be modified.
2.3. Modeling the shadow

We begin by defining our variables and coordinate system. Let
the shadowing function S be the fraction of the Sun’s disk that is
occluded by Saturn and its rings. This function will vary from 0 out-
side the shadow to 1 inside the umbra, taking on intermediate val-
ues in the penumbra. We define a coordinate system centered on
Saturn where x̂ points away from the Sun along the Sun–Saturn
line, ẑ lies along Saturn’s orbit normal, and ŷ completes a right-
handed triad (Fig. 4a). In this frame tied to the Sun–Saturn line,
the shadow cast by Saturn and its rings only varies with the satur-
nian seasons, owing to the changing cross-section that the planet
and annuli present to the Sun’s rays. During our 12-h observation,
the shadow is effectively constant.

We then consider an arbitrary observer with coordinates
ðx; y; zÞ. The shadowing function Sðx; y; zÞ is then given by the frac-
tion of the solar disk occluded by Saturn at each position ðx; y; zÞ.
We calculated S on a 1001� 1001 pixel grid in the y–z plane span-
ning 5RS in order to capture Saturn’s A and B rings. We lightened
the computational load along the x axis by noting that the shadow
varies slowly in this direction over the distance range of interest of
120–300RS. We therefore calculated the shadowing function only
every 5RS along the x axis, yielding a 1001� 1001� 37 grid. For
a given x is it easiest to calculate the shadowing function in angular
space, yielding Sðx; hy; hzÞ, where hy � y=x and hz � z=x (see Fig. 4a).

As the observer moves to different values of ðhy; hzÞ, the angular
position of Saturn will vary relative to the fixed stars. By contrast,
the Sun is far enough away that the parallax effect is negligible gi-
ven our effective pixel size of 1:2� 10�4 rad. We therefore define a
local coordinate system ðx̂0; ŷ0; ẑ0Þ at ðx; y; zÞwith reference axes par-
allel to our previous ones centered on Saturn (see Fig. 4a). For all
observers that we consider, then, the Sun lies along the �x̂0 direc-
tion. We could construct a spherical coordinate system with the
pole along the �x0 axis, but because hy and hz are small, we can
approximate the problem in flat space, treating hy and hz as linear
distances in the y� z plane. Saturn, then, will be centered at
ð�hy; �hzÞ, see Fig. 4b.

To obtain Sðx; hy; hzÞ, we then calculate the fraction of the Sun’s

disk that is blocked by Saturn. We define a function 	 h0y; h0z
� �

with

value unity inside the solar disk (assumed uniform and circular)

and 0 outside, and a similar function U x; h0y; h0z
� �

with value unity

inside the cross-section of Saturn and its rings. As opposed to the



(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. (a) The geometry for an observer at position ðx; y; zÞ (or angular coordinates ðhy; hzÞ at distance x). The diagram is not drawn to scale. We construct a set of axes centered
on the observer’s position parallel to our coordinate system defined at Saturn (see text). (b) The view, looking down the �x̂0 axis, from the observer’s location. The Sun is far
enough that the parallax effect is negligible, so it appears centered at the origin. The observer’s displacement from the Sun–Saturn line causes Saturn’s apparent angular
position to shift by ð�hy; �hzÞ � ð�y=x; �z=xÞ. We calculate the shadowing function Sðx; hy; hzÞ by deriving the fraction of the Sun’s disk that is occluded by Saturn and its
rings at each observer location, e.g., the shaded region in (b).
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Sun’s angular size, which does not change appreciably as we vary x
over the range of interest, Saturn’s angular size will change
substantially, so U is a function of x. To calculate Sðx; hy; hzÞ, we then

simply offset U x; h0y; h
0
z

� �
by ð�hy;�hzÞ, point-wise multiply 	 and

U, and integrate over all of h0y; h
0
z

� �
space (see Fig. 4b). Recalling that

all angles are being approximated as linear distances in flat space,
and expressing S as the fraction of the solar disk that is occluded,

Sðx; hy; hzÞ ¼
1

A	

Z
	 h0y; h

0
z

� �
U h0y þ hy; h

0
z þ hz

� �
dh0ydh0z; ð1Þ

where A	 is the area of the Sun’s disk, or ph2
	, with h	 the Sun’s

angular size � 10�3 rad.
The computational method matches one’s intuition that the

umbra should narrow and the penumbra widen with increasing
x. As the observer moves away from Saturn, the angular function
U scales as x�1. Thus, as x increases, Saturn’s angular size relative
to the Sun shrinks, and Saturn does not completely block the solar
disk over a larger area of ðhy; hzÞ space, i.e., the penumbra becomes
larger.

Because our Sun model is symmetric, i.e.,
	 h0y; h

0
z

� �
¼ 	 �h0y;�h0z

� �
, we can write the shadowing function as

a convolution by letting h0y ¼ �h0y and h0z ¼ �h0z:

Sðx; hy; hzÞ ¼
1

A	

Z
	 �h0y;�h0z

� �
U hy � h0y; hz � h0z

� �
dh0ydh0z ð2Þ

¼ 1
A	

Z
	 h0y; h

0
z

� �
U hy � h0y; hz � h0z

� �
dh0ydh0z ð3Þ

¼ 1
ph2
	
	 
 U: ð4Þ

We thus have a compact way of calculating S that can be imme-
diately converted to linear coordinates through y ¼ xhy and z ¼ xhz.

For the angular function U x; h0y; h
0
z

� �
, we modeled the planet as an

oblate spheroid, and included the A and B rings, assuming them
to be perfectly opaque. We calculated the appropriate cross-sec-
tion of our Saturn-system model perpendicular to the Sun–Saturn
line using the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF)
SPICE toolkit (Acton, 1996).
We now briefly estimate the error on S. If the Sun were a point
source, S would always be 0 or 1. Thus, the error on S in the pen-
umbra is fundamentally set by our pixel size’s ability to resolve
the solar disk. The solar disk is spanned by �10 pixels, so the error
in S is �10%. This base limitation allows us to ignore several com-
plications not discussed above. We found that the following effects
are unimportant at the 10% level: aberration of light, light travel
time, atmospheric deviations in Saturn’s shape from an oblate
spheroid, the slight variations in the Saturn system’s cross-section
as viewed from different positions in our grid ðx; y; zÞ, and the fact
that the A ring is slightly transmissive at the relevant incidence
angle.

With our 3-dimensional model in hand, we then proceeded to
calculate the pathlengths through the shadow for the various lines
of sight corresponding to each of the pixels in our images. We first
geometrically navigated the images using the stars in the field, and
then calculated the RA/Dec coordinates for each of our pixels. Fi-
nally, for each pixel, we numerically integrated S along the line
of sight to yield the associated pathlength through the shadow,
generating 512 � 512 arrays like the ones displayed on the bottom
row of Fig. 2.
3. Results

After the pre-processing described above, we bin our sample of
�3.3 million surviving pixels according to their associated path-
lengths through the shadow. Fig. 5 plots the mean value in each
bin, with their associated standard errors. As can be surmised from
the bottom panels of Fig. 2, most pixels (�2.5 million) correspond
to lines of sight that do not pierce the shadow. This explains the ex-
tremely tight error bar on the zero bin. The bins from ��10 to 10RS

have �104 values, thus improving on the error per pixel by a factor
of �Sqrt (104), and explaining why a clear signal is seen in the bin-
ned data despite the signature not being discernible in the images
(Fig. 2).

As expected, there is a definite trend toward lower I/F values
with increasing pathlength through the shadow. The best-fit slope
is m ¼ �1:7� 0:1� 10�11=RS. The absolute value of this rate can be
more straightforwardly interpreted as the I/F generated by dust



Fig. 5. Differences in I/F vs. differences in pathlength through the shadow. As
expected, pixels that see through more of the shadow than average have lower I/F
values than pixels that see through less. The best-fit slope of a linear fit is
m ¼ �1:7� 0:1� 10�11=RS . The reduced v2 is 1.38 with 26 degrees of freedom. We
attribute this high v2 value to radial gradients in dust concentration in the Phoebe
ring.

Fig. 6. Null test performing the same analysis that led to Fig. 5, but with the shadow
model offset by 200 pixels. As expected, there is no correlation in I/F deviations with
pathlength differences through the incorrectly placed shadow model. A constant-
value hypothesis provides the best reduced v2, and a linear fit gives a slope
consistent with zero.
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grains in the Phoebe ring per RS of the line-of-sight distance
through the disk.

The reduced v2 from the fit is 1.38, with 26 degrees of freedom,
so to be conservative we quote our statistical error on the slope
multiplied by a factor of the square root of the reduced v2. We
attribute this high v2 to radial variations in dust concentration
along the shadow tube, which our simple model assumes do not
exist. This is a difficult problem to disentangle. Since Cassini re-
sides close to the planet (�20RS) and the Phoebe ring is far
(�200RS), we are looking nearly down the axis of the shadow.
While this helps to extract the exceedingly faint signal by provid-
ing longer lines of sight through the shadow, it also causes the loss
of radial information since each pixel samples a column of dust
over a range of distances from Saturn �20RS long. Furthermore,
as discussed in the previous section, by subtracting images from
one another to attenuate the bright background, we sometimes
compare measurements from radii varying by as much as 40RS.

To validate the robustness of our result, we perform the same
analysis, but with the shadow model (see Fig. 2) offset to the right
by 200 pixels—where, of course, there is no shadow. In this case we
expect to see no correlation between our modeled pathlengths and
the measured deviations in I/F, as all the dust in this section of the
field of view is in full sunlight. Fig. 6 shows the analogous plot to
Fig. 5. The reduced v2 for a constant-value model is 1.68 with 27
degrees of freedom, and a linear fit gives a slope consistent with
zero (and a slightly higher reduced v2). We again attribute the cor-
related variations to radial gradients in the dust concentration that
similarly affect our method in this part of the ring under full
sunlight.

Since our shadow grid is only determined to within a pixel, we
estimate the systematic uncertainty in our modeling by offsetting
the calculated pathlengths (bottom left panel of Fig. 2) by one pixel
(along each of eight possible directions) and recalculating the slope
from Fig. 5. The mean slope across these analyses is m ¼ �1:7�
10�11=RS, identical to the value found above. The standard devia-
tion is less than 1%, implying that pointing and modeling uncer-
tainties do not dominate our errors.

3.1. Photometry

In order to estimate the disk’s optical depth, Verbiscer et al.
(2009) had to make assumptions about the Phoebe-ring grains’
particle-size distribution, albedos, and emissivities. Our new mea-
surement at optical wavelengths still leaves the problem underde-
termined, but we can combine the optical and infrared data to
place rough constraints on the particles’ light-scattering proper-
ties. Since we only observe sunlight scattered almost directly back-
ward at a Sun-ring-observer angle, or phase angle, of a � 6�, we
ignore the diffracted component of light in our subsequent analy-
sis. Furthermore, because particles with radii s K 5 lm (assuming
spherical grains) are quickly removed from the Phoebe ring by
radiation pressure (Tamayo et al., 2011), particles are much larger
than the optical wavelengths (k) at which we observe, so we are in
the geometric optics limit. Thus, the single-scattering albedo that
we determine assumes a geometric cross-section r ¼ ps2 to calcu-
late the power incident on dust grains, and, when accounting for
the outgoing power, ignores the light that is diffracted forward
(at high phase) into a cone of angular width �k/(2s).

For low optical-depth clouds, the measured I/F is related to the
line-of-sight optical depth s and the single-scattering albedo -0 (at
0.635 lm, where our band is centered) through

I
F
¼ 1

4
s-0PðaÞ; ð5Þ

where PðaÞ is the phase function (e.g., Burns et al., 2001). Since we
are in the geometric optics limit, s is a geometrical optical depth
and, for low s, is approximately the area filling-factor of dust along
the line of sight. In our observations we obtain the differential
change in I/F with distance, so we write ds ¼ g dl, where dl is a dif-
ferential length element along the line of sight and g is given by

g ¼
Z

nrds; ð6Þ

with n ds the number density of dust grains with physical radii be-
tween s and sþ ds and r the geometrical cross-section ps2. We thus
obtain

m � dðI=FÞ
dl

¼ g-0PðaÞ
4

; ð7Þ

where m is our measured slope of m ¼ �1:7� 0:1� 10�11=RS.
In the case of the Spitzer observations at 24 lm, where one ob-

serves the grains’ thermal emission, the particle sizes become
important. A spherical blackbody in the Phoebe ring would have
an equilibrium temperature of �90 K and emit �90% of its energy
in the wavelength range k ¼ 10—100 lm. For typical particle-size
distributions, one mostly observes the smallest grains (in this case
s � 5 lm) that dominate the population’s surface area. Thus, the
dimensionless parameter X ¼ 2ps=k � 1 over the wavelength
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range in which blackbody grains would preferentially emit, so real
particles will have difficulty releasing energy at these long wave-
lengths. These small grains must therefore heat up beyond their
equilibrium blackbody temperatures in order to release the energy
they absorb.

Given our limited data, we follow the simple model of Verbiscer
et al. (2009) using a constant infrared emissivity �. Energy balance
then requires

pFps2ð1� AÞ ¼ 4ps2�rBT4; ð8Þ

where pF is the solar flux at Saturn, rB is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant, T is the equilibrium grain temperature, and A is the bolo-
metric Bond albedo, which is integrated over all phase angles and
wavelengths, and weighted by the solar spectrum. Since the solar
spectrum peaks in the optical, and Phoebe’s geometric albedo is flat
across the visible spectrum (Miller et al., 2011), we can reasonably
approximate the bolometric Bond albedo by the Bond albedo at
635 nm, where our observing band is centered. We can then relate
A to the single-scattering albedo -0 through A ¼ -0Pð0Þq=4, where
q is the phase integral. Rearranging Eq. (8),

T ¼ pFð1� AÞ
4�rB

� �1
4

: ð9Þ

The corresponding emission at Spitzer’s 24 lm band is
�Bmð24 lm; TÞ, where Bm is the Planck function. The ratio of the ob-
served intensity with Spitzer to �Bm then gives the area filling-factor
of dust grains along the line of sight, or the geometrical optical
depth s. If we assume that the number density of dust grains does
not vary within the Phoebe ring (the same assumption used in our
above analysis), then s ¼ g L, where L is the total pathlength
through the disk. Given the Phoebe ring extends to �270RS (Hamil-
ton et al., 2012), the Spitzer observations that pierce the disk edge-
on at �150RS imply L � 400RS. Combining the above relations we
obtain

g ¼ ISp

�BmðTÞL
; ð10Þ

where ISp is the intensity measured by Spitzer, and T is given by Eq.
(9). Finally, plugging g into Eq. (7) and rearranging we have

4�mL
BmðTÞ

ISpPðaÞ ¼ -0; ð11Þ

where T depends on -0 implicitly through Eq. (9).
If we treat Phoebe ring particles as isotropic scatterers

(PðaÞ ¼ 1), the above relations are simplified, since in this case
A ¼ -0. If like Verbiscer et al. (2009) we then assume � ¼ 0:8, we
obtain -0 � 0:2. If instead we vary � from 0.1 to 1, and L from
350 to 450RS, -0 ranges from �0.2 (high emissivity, low path-
length) to �0.3 (low emissivity, high pathlength). This range is
higher than the corresponding values inferred for Phoebe regolith
particles from photometric modeling of Phoebe observations at
0.48 lm (Simonelli et al., 1999) and 0.9–1.4 lm (Buratti et al.,
2008), which both yielded -0 � 0:07.

Several possibilities could account for this discrepancy. The
assumption that particles are roughly isotropic scatterers is plausi-
ble. If one ignores the diffracted component of light (which causes
the phase functions of small grains to rise at high phase angles),
Pollack and Cuzzi (1980) found that irregularly shaped dust grains
have approximately flat phase functions, and empirical fits to the
phase function of particles in Saturn’s faint G-ring also yield
roughly isotropic scatterers (M.M. Hedman, 2013, private commu-
nication). If this accurately represents Phoebe ring particles, our
high single-scattering albedo may point to the impacts that gener-
ated the disk having excavated brighter, sub-surface material. In-
deed, high-resolution images taken during the Phoebe flyby as
Cassini approached Saturn reveal bright material lining crater
walls (Porco et al., 2005). Buratti et al. (2008) report I/F values at
0.9 lm 4–5 times larger for the bright material relative to the pre-
dominantly dark surface. Further photometric modeling is required
to quantitatively compare the bright material’s surface reflectance
with the single-scattering albedo of the regolith particles that
make it up.

Alternatively, if the dust’s phase function were not flat, but in-
stead rose at small phase angles, our assumption above of isotropic
particles would cause us to infer an artificially high single-scatter-
ing albedo, as our measurement at low phase would represent
more than its fair share of the total scattered light. For example,
if we assume a Henyey–Greenstein function (Henyey and Green-
stein, 1941) with parameter g = �0.35 (back-scattering), which in
a Hapke model can reproduce Phoebe’s photometry (Miller et al.,
2011), we find -0 � 0:06 (taking the above nominal values of
� ¼ 0:8 and L = 400RS). This is consistent with the modeled regolith
albedo of -0 � 0:07 found by Simonelli et al. (1999) and Buratti
et al. (2008).

Another possibility is that photometric model fits like those
used in the above-quoted studies to obtain -0 � 0:07 do not accu-
rately reproduce the light-scattering properties of the grains that
form the Phoebe ring. Laboratory experiments by Shepard and Hel-
fenstein (2007) show that Hapke models cannot reliably be used to
uniquely infer regolith properties; however, they found that the
single-scattering albedo of regolith particles is the most robust
parameter extracted. It is therefore unlikely that this could fully ac-
count for the difference.

Finally, it is possible that smaller, brighter, irregular satellites
also contribute to the Phoebe ring. The only observable currently
connecting the disk to Phoebe is its vertical extent, which matches
Phoebe’s vertical excursions on its orbit. However, the moons Ymir,
Suttungr, Thrymr, and Greip all have comparable orbital inclina-
tions to Phoebe and are candidate sources. However, the albedos
of irregular satellites that have been measured are low (Grav
et al., 2013), so, while these moons may nevertheless contribute
to the ‘‘Phoebe’’ ring, they seem unlikely to substantially raise its
albedo.
4. Conclusion

We have described the first measurements of the Phoebe ring in
optical light. Extracting the exceedingly faint signal (I/F variations
� 10�10) was only possible by subtracting multiple images of the
same star field, thereby attenuating the relatively bright back-
ground while retaining a signature from Saturn’s shifting shadow.
A careful statistical analysis then allowed us to indirectly measure
the I/F generated by scattering Phoebe-Ring dust grains per unit
pathlength through the disk. We obtained a value of m ¼ 1:7�
0:1� 10�11RS; thus, for example, a line of sight 100RS long would
generate an I/F of � 1:7� 10�9.

In Section 3.1 we then combined our measurement with the
infrared intensity measured with Spitzer (Verbiscer et al., 2009)
to constrain the grain albedos. Assuming particles to be isotropic
scatterers, we derive albedo values higher than those obtained
from photometric models applied to observations of Phoebe (Simo-
nelli et al., 1999; Buratti et al., 2008). This may suggest that the
impact(s) that generated the Phoebe ring are excavating bright
sub-surface material, as observed on some of the moon’s crater
walls (Porco et al., 2005). Alternatively, our measurements can be
brought into agreement if the phase function of dark Phoebe ring
grains follows a Henyey–Greenstein function with parameter
g = �0.35, which Miller et al. (2011) used to match the photometry
of Phoebe using a Hapke model. The former hypothesis may impli-
cate one or several larger collisions in the formation of the Phoebe
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ring, in order to effectively sample the sub-surface. The latter is
consistent with a roughly steady state of micrometeoroid
bombardment.

Our measurements spanned the range �130–210RS. We plan to
make future measurements of the Phoebe ring closer to Saturn
with Cassini, and taking a larger number of exposures. The in-
creased signal-to-noise should allow us to generate a radial profile
of the disk, which may allow us to differentiate between a steady-
state model of micrometeoroid bombardment and one invoking
large, stochastic impacts. This would inform our interpretation of
the grain properties discussed above.

We also plan to observe both inside and outside the orbital path
of the two-faced moon Iapetus (at 59RS), to verify whether the sa-
tellite sweeps up most of the infalling debris (Tamayo et al., 2011).
This would observationally settle a puzzle that has existed since
the moon’s discovery over 300 years ago. It is worth noting that
this measurement can presently only be made by the Cassini
spacecraft, given its favorable position about Saturn. The sought
signal is so faint that scattered light from the planet should pre-
clude currently planned Earth-bound telescopes from observing
it inside �60–80RS.
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